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2 $Q_{0},$ $Q_{1}$ $($ $Q_{0}\neq\emptyset)$ 2 $Q_{1}$ $Q_{0}$ $s,$ $r$
4 $(Q_{0}, Q_{1}, s,r)$ $Q_{0}$ ( ) $Q_{1}$
$x$ $s(x),$ $r(x)$ $x$
$a,b$ $aarrow xb$ $x=(aarrow b)$
$Q=(Q_{0}, Q_{1}, s,r)$ $(x_{1}, x_{2}, \ldots,x_{l})$ $r(x_{i})=s(x_{i+1})(i=1,2,$
$\ldots,$
$l-$
1 $)$ $l$ $a_{i}=r(x_{i})=s(x_{i+1})(i=1,2, \ldots, l-1)$ $a_{0}=s(x_{1})$
$(a_{0}arrow a_{1}x_{1}arrow a_{2}x_{2}arrow\ldotsarrow a_{l-1}arrow x_{l}a_{l})$
$x_{i}$ $x_{i}$
$\triangle=(a_{0}arrow a_{1}arrow$
$a_{2}arrow\cdotsarrow a_{l-1}arrow a_{l})$ $a_{0},$ $a_{l}$ $\triangle$
$s(\triangle),$ $r(\triangle)$ ( ) $Q_{0}$
$a\in Q_{0}$
$e_{a}$ $a=\mathcal{S}(e_{a})=r(e_{a})$ $P(Q)$ $Q$
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$Q$ $p(Q)$ $\mathbb{Z}Q$
$\triangle_{1}=(\alpha_{1}, \ldots,\alpha_{k}),$ $\triangle_{2}=(\beta_{1}, \ldots,\beta_{m})\in P(Q)$
$\Delta_{1}\Delta_{2}:=\{\begin{array}{ll}(\alpha_{1}, \ldots,\alpha_{k},\beta_{1}, \ldots,\beta_{m}) if r(\alpha_{k})=s(\beta_{1})0 otherwise\end{array}$







$\mathcal{S}^{ud};Q_{0}^{ud}arrow Q_{1}^{ud}; s^{ud}(x):=s(x), \mathcal{S}^{ud}(^{t}x):=r(x)(x\in Q_{1})$





$Q=(Q_{0},Q_{1},s,r)$ $w$ $Q_{1}$ $R$
$R=\mathbb{Z}$ $Q$ $\Delta=(\alpha_{1}, \ldots, \alpha_{k})$
$w(\Delta)=w(\alpha_{1})w(\alpha_{2})\cdots w(\alpha_{k})$
$w(e_{a})=1(a\in Q_{0})$ $w:P(Q)arrow R$
$RQ$ $Q_{0}$
$RQ_{0}$ $RQ$ $RQ_{0}$




$Q=(Q_{0}, Q_{1}, s, r)$ $Q_{1}$ $R$ $w$
$Q^{ud}$ $w(t\alpha)=w(\alpha)(\alpha\in Q_{1})$ “$X$“
$\cup D(Q, w, R)$ $\cup D(Q)$ $Q$
$a,$ $b\in Q_{0}$ End$(RQ_{0})$ $e_{a,b}$
:
$xe_{a,b}=\{\begin{array}{l}b (x=a )0 \end{array}$
$\{e_{a,b}\}_{a,b\in Q_{0}}$
$\cup D(Q)=\sum_{a,b\in Q_{0}}s_{a,b}e_{a,b}$
$s_{a,b}\in R$ $\{s_{a,b}\}$ $UD$ $(Q)$ $UD$ $(Q)$
4 :
$G$ Sgp $(G)$ $G$ $Q_{0}=$ Sgp$(G)H,$ $K\in Sgp(G)$
$Harrow K\Leftrightarrow K\subset H$
$Q_{G}$ $w_{G}(Harrow K)=(H:K)$ $R=\mathbb{Z}$






(2) $G=HK$ $H\cap K=1$
$H,$ $K$ $s_{H,K}=|G|$ $G$
167
5 :






$\chi_{H}arrow\theta_{K}\Leftrightarrow H>K$ $(\chi_{H}|_{K}, \theta_{K})_{K}\neq 0$
$Q_{ch}(G)=(Q_{0}, Q_{1}, s, r)$ $($ $Q_{0}=X)$
$w(\chi_{H}arrow\theta_{K})=(\chi_{H}|_{K}, \theta_{K})_{K}$ $UD$ $(Q_{ch}(G), w, \mathbb{Z})$
$\cup D_{c}(G)$
( )
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